Rexton Hearing Aids Reviews - Rexton Hearing Aids Reviews Information for over half a century, Rexton has been manufacturing relatively affordable hearing aids. They have a range of audio-friendly hearing aids including BTE (behind the ear) completely in the ear, completely in the ear, and full shell models.

America Hears Hearing Aids Reviews - America Hears is a hearing aid company founded by Henry Smith in 1979. The story of America Hears is a wonderful one as it is the story of a committed and caring man who literally started making hearing aid molds in his basement and has grown into a very successful and compassionate hearing aid company.

Best Hearing Aids - Rexton is known for manufacturing a large variety of both digital and Analog hearing aids. They split their hearing technology into three main categories each with a significant difference in price.

Electrical and Electronic - A range of hearing aids to suit all needs.

Cybernetic - A range of hearing aids that offer the latest in technology and features.

Analog - A range of hearing aids that offer a more traditional approach to hearing aid technology.

America Hears is a hearing aid company founded by Henry Smith in 1979. The story of America Hears is a wonderful one as it is the story of a committed and caring man who literally started making hearing aid molds in his basement and has grown into a very successful and compassionate hearing aid company.